
DESIGN YOUR OWN
JOURNEY TODAY

OPEN
CAMPUS BLOCK 
A PROGRAM AS 
UNIQUE AS

YOU

 USE OUR DESIGN TOOL TO PLAN 
YOUR EXPERIENCE IN MINUTES

EXPLORE WHAT'S POSSIBLE
WITH THE OPEN CAMPUS

BLOCK PROGRAM

Instead of fitting
yourself into a study
abroad program, let's 
build a program that fits:

YOUR SCHEDULE
YOUR DESTINATION(S)
YOUR PASSIONS

Only CIEE – the world's leader in study abroad – has the 
connections and credibility to build it.

With CIEE's Open Campus Block program, you design 
every detail of your journey – from when and where 
you'll go to how long you'll be there and what you'll 
study. All without missing the cultural experiences or 
logistical support of a traditional program.

CIEE Open Campus is truly yours by design.



CHOOSE WHEN YOU GO

- Spring, summer, or fall, it's your call! 

- Our program follows a U.S. semester 
calendar, even if your destination city 
doesn't. Spend an entire semester in 
one place or additional blocks in other 
cities! 

- Is your school on a quarter system? 
Select the quarter that works best for 
you by combining our Open Campus 
Blocks with our summer program 
sessions.

CHOOSE HOW LONG YOU GO

Choose one, two, or all three consecutive 
six-week blocks! Spend just one block 
living in an amazing city or travel onward 
and spend a second (or even third) block in 
another Open Campus Block city around 
the world. (Or, stay in the same city for all 
three blocks!) Whatever you choose, it's 
yours by design.

CHOOSE AN INTERNSHIP AND 
GIVE YOUR RESUME A BOOST

Spend one of your blocks gaining  
international work experience during 
a once-in-a-lifetime internship to 
boost your chances of a great job 
offer after graduation. Or conduct a 
research project to round out your 
trip and diversify your resume.

CHOOSE CLASSES IN ENGLISH 
AND FOR CREDIT

Classes are taught in English in 
U.S.-style classrooms within our 
beautiful Open Campus Block 
centers. You'll select two six-week 
courses per block that cover a 
semester's worth of content so you'll 
return to campus with credits and 
confidence.

SPRING

SUMMER

FALL

1
6-week

3
6-week

2
6-week

Our Open Campus Block programs are 
offered in 16 incredible cities around 
the world! No matter where you travel, 
you'll be in the center of it all.

Berlin
Buenos Aires
Cape Town
Copenhagen

Dublin
Kyoto
London
Madrid 

Monteverde 
Paris
Rome 
Santiago

With CIEE's Open Campus Block program, there's always something new to discover. Cheer on 
your favorite sports team at live events with locals. Travel to scenic and historic places 

outside the city. Taste-test traditional cuisine and learn local recipes. See the sights 
and hear the sounds that make the city unique. Bring your classwork to 

life by living and learning in the city where you'll
make memories to last a lifetime.

Singapore
Shanghai 
Sydney 
Yucatan

CHOOSE WHERE YOU GO


